Using Mobile Devices and Gaming as a Means of Building Vocabulary

Abstract—Mobile devices are gaining momentum and popularity in the daily lives of today’s youth. These devices embrace and encourage ubiquitous learning through their ease of portability and access to various activities that can allow for learning to occur. Learning theories and cognitive techniques are explored as a means of providing a mobile educational experience that is individualized, motivational, and beneficial for transfer to later word learning and reading comprehension.
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I. INTRODUCTION

"The digital world has placed the great library resources of the world at anyone’s fingertips" — (46) p. vi

This article provides a review of the literary foundation for the basis of studying vocabulary acquisition using mobile devices. The main areas discussed include mobile devices, theoretical frameworks, game theory and design, games in education, and vocabulary learning techniques as they relate to vocabulary acquisition by high school students. Each of these areas plays an instrumental role in providing the background required to study the impact mobile technologies can have on vocabulary development.

A. Mobile Devices

Technology is constantly evolving and this change is moving into the educational realm by creating opportunities for enhanced learning that is characterized as mobile learning, seamless learning, and ubiquitous learning [78]. This learning can be accomplished through the use of mobile devices. Mobile devices are small portable computing devices that can be used in a variety of environments [61]. This includes handheld devices, such as, personal digital assistants (PDA), portable media players (iPod Touch), and handheld game consoles (Nintendo DS). They possess the features of an operating system, a processor unit, a microbrowser, input/output devices, memory, and batteries [40]. These devices are making their way from outside to inside classrooms. They provide a way for students to construct knowledge and meaning from experiences by accomplishing learning tasks by using a portable tool [78]. Many of these mobile devices are characterized as miniature classroom computers that allow students to partake in the “anytime, anywhere” learning movement [82]. Mobile devices may be useful in creating a way for secondary students to transfer learning from inside to outside the classroom seamlessly.

The use of mobile devices, such as the iPod Touch, is becoming more common among secondary students. For example, [1] found that 69% of iPod Touch users are between 13-24 years of age with 46% of the users between 13 and 17. Similarly, [52] found that 74% of teens (ages 12-17) own an iPod or Mp3 player. As mobile devices get more advanced, the possible educational applications improve, which can lead to a re-organization of the learning environment [39]. Reference [27] notes there are many ways to incorporate the use of mobile devices and library activities, such as searching for and reading information (i.e. Kindle App) or interacting with the environment (i.e. Google Goggles). Reference [21] describes a variety of ways of using mobile devices, for example, composing podcasts and movies. Mobile devices allow secondary students to engage in educational activities using the devices they are accustomed to.

II. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORKS RELATED TO LEARNING WITH MOBILE DEVICES

Behind the scenes of these mobile devices are theories at work that describe the way with which learning can occur. Three learning theories, Zone of Proximal Development, Social Learning Theory, and The Law of Effect, offer an explanation as to how learning can occur using this type of portable device.

A. Zone of Proximal Development

One-way knowledge is constructed via a mobile device is based upon Vygotsky’s Theory of Zone of the Proximal Development. This theory highlights the space between the actual level of problem solving and the level that can be achieved through guidance and support [98] (see Fig. 1).

This theory can be broken down into three stages that look at what the learner can do alone, the level he wants to achieve, and the scaffolding and support necessary to achieve that level. The first stage is independent. This is the learner’s present knowledge and skill level and where he feels comfortable and will have success achieving and solving problems on his own. The next stage is where the zone of proximal development rests. The learner through
guidance and collaboration is able to work on something that is just above the level where he can complete it independently, but not so difficult it causes confusion or boredom [64]; [98]. The ultimate goal of providing these supports is to build up the learner’s knowledge base so he can later perform the tasks independently. The third stage is frustration. This is what happens when a learner attempts to move beyond his current knowledge level without the proper support. Mobile devices have the ability to engage players individually while in the zone of proximal development.

While using mobile devices, players move beyond their current skill level with the mobile device acting as a scaffold [8]; [28]. This theory suggests learners work within the state of instruction and development [15]. By using the mobile device with a vocabulary game, players are introduced via instruction to words that are currently beyond their knowledge base but within their grasp. Then through interaction with these words, provided by strategically placed scaffolds, knowledge of the vocabulary words is attained. Reference [8] describes, “Knowledge within a discipline is important, but solving problems that encourage students to go beyond their current skill and knowledge level is critical to effective instruction” (para. 20). This can apply to learning vocabulary words with a mobile device since the game is designed to provide support beginning with meeting the player at his present knowledge level. Then through these scaffolded experiences, knowledge levels advance beyond what they were before. Slowly, the scaffolds are phased out, leaving the learner with the ability to apply the knowledge gained with support into scenarios without any support [15]; [64]. Ultimately, it is the learner’s goal to possess knowledge on the particular subject area independently, thus allowing for the cycle to once again begin.

Typically, games designed for mobile devices push players beyond their current knowledge base slowly and with support. For example, the PlayStation 3 game, Brain Challenge, starts at the level where the player is currently. Then through a self-adjusting difficulty system, the questions on topics, such as logic, math, and concentration adjust depending on the responses and choices made by the player [73]. The Zone of Proximal Development seeks to engage learners at the optimal instructional level in a safe and supported manner. Another theoretical model that explores the way learning occurs with a mobile device is based on social learning theory.

B. Social Learning Theory

The use of mobile devices also coincides with Bandura’s Social Learning Theory. This theory notes that the actions of a person are strongly influenced by their consequences [6]. After discovering the effects of performing a behavior, the learner mentally begins to anticipate the possible consequences of the behavior [6]. Then matching behaviors are performed with the concept of reinforcement in mind. Learning in this manner takes into consideration four essential components. These include attention, retention, reproduction, and motivation [16]; [26]; [43]; [62].

These four essential components may be applied to learning with a mobile device. First, the amount of attention paid to the task and the steps needed to complete it are essential for success while playing games. For example, having knowledge that a certain behavior will reap certain rewards will cause extra attention to be paid to models and important components deemed necessary in order to achieve the reward [6]. Second, the images and text encountered on the device aid in remembering the content experienced. Memory is used to organize and mentally code the items, which were paid attention to and experienced [51]. Third, based on the feedback from the game the user’s behavior is modified and reproduces the correct responses for success. This can also be considered imitative learning because by observing and focusing on the feedback provided, decisions are made that will attempt to maximize the rewards earned [6]. Finally, there are motivational incentives when it comes to games. This can be in the form of intrinsic factors, such as satisfactory feelings of learning something new by means of curiosity, exploration, and manipulation, or extrinsic factors, such as incentives, rewards and punishments, co-operation, and completion [16]. Another theoretical framework that can explain how learning transpires through trial and error while using a mobile device is based on Thorndike’s theory of law of effect.

C. Law of Effect

The theory of law of effect is based on choosing the path of least resistance toward a goal that results in the greatest satisfaction [95]. The theory explains that behaviors are modified based upon experiences and their consequences [96]. This theory is best exemplified by trial and error learning [86]. The luxury of using a mobile gaming device is the repeated opportunities to engage in an activity. Then if the strategy used was not successful or did not, for example, earn the most points, the player has the ability to try it again and modify the original behaviors based upon the feedback received. Increasingly, the level of satisfyingness felt while completing the activity is the goal [96]. Reference [26] describes, “The learner is rewarded or punished depending upon what he does; the ‘effect’ (satisfaction or annoyance) contingent upon how the learner responds to the environment” (p. 15). The interaction allows for the learner to try out different actions and experience rewards and punishments based upon those decisions. These can cause an increase in the motivation and attention the learner may exhibit while playing a game [26]. Once the learner has discovered the behavior principle behind the learning, which can occur through a combination of positive and negative reinforcements, the learner can continue to learn in new contexts [12]; [26]; [87]. Playing a game on a mobile device can create new educational possibilities of learning.

The theoretical foundations for learning on a mobile device can be constructed through the combination of these three theories. The Zone of Proximal Development explains how these devices can bridge the gap of learning through well-constructed scaffolds. Social Learning Theory illustrates the impact that attention, motivation, and feedback can have on the player. Finally, theory of law of effect highlights the importance of trial and error learning opportunities and the effects of feedback in the games. Together, these three theories lay the foundation for learning on a mobile device. Also of importance is the programming that goes into the development of gaming applications. The construction of a game is based on the game theory, which includes the foundational elements, such as choices, rules, and goals, that are instrumental to the proper unfolding of a game [47].
III. GAME THEORY

Game theory defines the core structure of a game by developing and providing numerous sequences of decisions and choices pre-programmed into the gaming structure that will allow the player to progress based upon their own actions. This theory develops gaming sequences based upon utility, or the probability that a selection will be made by the player [81]. Reference [13] describes the following:

Within game theory, the structural elements of a game exist as rules, turns, collaboration and competition, where winning, or fun, is modeled as numerical payoff. Game theory explains how playing (a game) works, and defines games as an interactive process striving toward payoff. (p. 7)

This theory is based on decisions. As decisions are made, they should be well-informed and based on prior knowledge learned through experiences in the game [47]. Inside of a game there are decision trees that create various paths based on the choices made by the player [74]; [81]. Each decision causes a chain reaction leading to a different outcome.

As the player progresses, his interactions within the game help to evolve into strategies that maximize the chance of success at reaching predetermined goals [10]; [11]; [20]. For example, the Leapster Explorer Learning Game, Mr. Pencil Saves Doodleburg, introduces the player on how to write numbers and letters and to create art and recognize shapes [50]. Reproducing the correct symbols allows Mr. Pencil to progress though the game and save the town. There are rules built into the game that funnel the player’s actions to have specific consequences. This means there are multiple paths to success solely dependent on the actions and decisions of the player. For example, if the letters are not correctly traced, the player has to start again, and when correctly traced, the player proceeds to more difficult activities.

Game theory explains how the achievement principle applies to learning with games. Reference [31] notes learners while gaming are impacted by the intrinsic rewards. The rewards are customized based on the player’s movements. As the levels shift, the effort and skill mastery required by the player also does [38]. The rewards signify the growing achievements earned by the player. Every player’s experience is different with the same game [20]. A common algorithm implemented into the design of a game is based on the SuperMemo Method. This method offers a custom, adaptive spaced repetition program adapted to suit the learner’s abilities [92]. Information is strategically placed in increments that complement the curve most commonly associated with forgetting (see Fig. 2).

The game begins at the player’s knowledge level and then moves through playful, free movements within a well-defined, rigid structure at a level and pace that best suits the player [13]. Reminders are spaced after the first introduction of material in order to reduce forgetting. This is accomplished through practice and easily refined through active integration, meaningful use, and repetition [88]. Reference [31] concludes that a virtual world provides the player with numerous opportunities for practice that is not boring since it allows for the player to create their own experiences. Through these interactions with the games by means of images, text, and actions, players’ skills and knowledge are then constructed. The design and development involved in the creation of the game creates an environment conducive for learning.

IV. GAME DESIGN

The design of a game can take on two formats [56]. The most common is a linear format. This is where the player, after making a certain response, receives a reinforcement or reward, and then progresses onto the next frame. The second format involves branching. This is when the next page to be encountered varies upon the action performed by the player. A branching game is well designed when no two students follow the exact same pathway through the learning experience [46]. Based on this format, the player has multiple ways to make progress in the game by making choices based on individual strengths and learning styles [31].

There is an overarching, basic design, though, that games must follow. Reference [54] notes that games should possess three essential characteristics. The first, challenge, means that games will shift in complexity and based upon the user’s actions. There is a goal to be reached and when play begins, the user is uncertain of the outcome. The second, fantasy, creates mental images. These images allow the learner to relate prior knowledge toward the understanding of new items [54]. Fantasy involves evoking the senses through the use of images, plot structure, and sound effects. The third essential characteristic is curiosity. By having a game that possesses the “optimal level of informational complexity,” the users are engaged and not overwhelmed [54], p. 42.

Games also need to adjust to the player’s skill level, offer elements of surprise, and appeal to emotions [33]; [57]; [89]. The design of a game begins with a clear goal structure that offers scoring and feedback along the way [14]; [57]. The feedback mechanism offers valuable information to the player, which will shape his later decisions and actions within the game [30]. The feedback helps a player progress by offering corrective information and emotional support [93]. Reference [35] notes games allow learning to change by providing opportunities to fail safely and create memory knowledge that can improve later recall and performance.

The knowledge built into memory is a key component of learning and the design of a game needs to take this into account. Memory involves the activities of acquiring, retaining, and recalling information [16]. The act of learning involves taking new information presented and intertwining it with previous knowledge in a meaningful way [25]; [41]. Then, the act of analyzing, synthesizing, and developing critical thinking skills evolves as the player moves through the game and takes the information previously encountered and remembered and builds upon it.

Figure 2. Game algorithm that replicates the forgetting curve [103]
[24]. Reference [26] found the following, “Learning is a continuous process of combining the familiar with the new.” (p. 114). The amount and extended opportunities of practice are instrumental components of the design of a game to aid in memory and the learning process. The use of gaming in education can allow for these types of opportunities to occur.

V. GAMING IN EDUCATION

Historically, video games were only seen as a form of entertainment, but as the technologies progress, these tools are becoming increasingly more popular as new mediums for education [85]. Reference [45] defines a game as “purposeful, goal-oriented, rule-based activity that the players perceive as fun” (p. 14). Mattel released the first handheld game, Football, in 1977 [45]. This first game was primitive in the design and artificial intelligence as the range of actions allowed in the game was quite limited. Over the years, this type of game has advanced in complexity and design so that it is now used on cell phones and other portable devices. For example, some games today have motion sensors and touch screens that react based on the player’s movements (i.e., Wii, iPods). Mobile devices have increased in processor power and screen resolution and allow for gamers to play for a few minutes here and there since they are always connected [45].

As the evolution of mobile devices dramatically increases every year, so do the possible applications within the educational realm. Technology in and of itself can create activities that allow students to master and experience things that could not be discovered in another manner. Reference [89] discusses the possibilities of educators allowing for collaboration, using criterion-based assessments, giving students more control over the learning process, and incorporating novelty into the environment. In regard to video games as a means of learning, [59] concludes digital games allow for the unfolding of actions and interactions to happen naturally, slowly revealing the path to success as opposed to traditional games, which state the rules up front. Reference [59] goes on to explain that digital gaming environments need to support the varying pace of the learners. This is necessary to build up the player’s gaming confidence by encouraging and motivating them with the drive to continue to play and succeed. Also, using games allows learners to experience things that would be difficult to replicate in another manner. For example, the game, Go, Diego, Go: Safari Rescue for the Wii, allows the player to go on an African safari rescue with the game’s characters. Together, they save the animals from the mischief of a magician while at the same time collecting stamps and photos of the different locations visited [68]. Another game, Sid Meier’s Civilization Revolution for the Nintendo DS, allows players to construct an entire empire from the very beginning. This includes activities such as waging war, conducting diplomacy, and discovering new technologies [69]. Games give players the opportunity to experience things that otherwise would not be possible.

Gaming provides a method of instruction in education that may allow for greater learning outcomes. Reference [70] implemented a computer memory concepts activity with 88 high school students. Approximately, half of the students experienced the activities by means of a game and the others used non-gaming techniques. Based upon a computer memory knowledge pre-test and post-test, the gaming students found the approach more effective and motivational in the memorization of concepts. Reference [97] studied the effect that a 3D geography game they developed had on 24 upper elementary students. They reported significant learning gains made by students while participating in the game (based on pre- and post-achievement tests) and a dramatic increase in motivation to engage in the game-based learning environment.

Understanding the possibilities that gaming can provide in education is vital to the success of this method of teaching. Reference [77] concludes when preservice teachers are instructed on possible uses of digital games in education, the view of how these games might be effective shifts dramatically in favor of the game’s potential positive impact on learning. Games that connect educational needs and games elements (visualization and problem solving) can lead to the most engagement by learners [4]. They also need to take into account the content, which encourages and promotes the learning of new material.

A video game’s content is of great importance. [3] note that learning through video games is dependent upon the situation that it simulates as opposed to the characteristics of the computer itself. This means that it is not the hardware but rather the software. It is through the design and development of the features of the game that can promote learning opportunities [3]. The mobile device may be the technological tool, but it is material that comprises the game that harvests the potential learning possibilities. Reference [44] states the combination of digital games and quality learning content engages the learner during the process of learning. Then it is the interactions in this gaming medium that allows for the mastery of material in a personalized manner.

Using a mobile gaming device allows the player to master the skills of the game while learning about the content of the game itself. Reference [91] states that game playing requires the ability to read and interpret the rapidly changing images encountered. While in the gaming environment, the player needs to comprehend and analyze the various amounts of information he encounters. This helps to refine reading skills. Also, developing an understanding of the rules of the game is an important component of playing the game [9]. Reference [71] found that by making sure students understand what is expected of them, students often do better. It is not just understanding the game’s rules, but it also requires active participation in comprehending and internalizing what is required of them. The active engagement with the game creates the opportunity for learning to occur.

A. Gaming and Active Learning

Using games in education provides teachers with ways that allow students to become active participants in their educational experience. Reference [29] describes games as “action-and-goal-directed preparations for, and simulations of, embodied experience” (p. 201). Games provide the medium for learning, but in order to gain the full experience submerged in a gaming environment, the player needs to become an active participant—a producer—playing toward the completion of goals/win state [29]. Games can enhance learning by providing an active method of building knowledge that was not previously possible [101]. The
use of a game on a mobile device creates new and possibly even more powerful methods of educating a generation of students that have grown up accustomed to using the technology accessible to them.

Games give the player a chance to participate in a series of activities from a particular perspective toward the accomplishment of a goal in the manner they see fit [29]; [93]. While using games, players are actively working toward the completion of a series of tasks toward a goal. Reference [60] defines, "Active learning refers to techniques where students do more than simply listen to a lecture. Students are DOING something including discovering, processing, and applying information" (para. 1). This means students are in charge of their learning; they are involved and engaged [100]. Reference [49] found that only 30% of students in college level physics courses of a traditional nature had a grasp on fundamental acceleration concepts whereas with active learning activities using computer software and other tools, this percentage increased to 75%. The use of games as a form of active learning can also be exemplified by the game, River City. This game encourages small group collaboration to determine the cause of illness in the 19th century. Based on realistic historical, sociological, and geographical data, together the group members actively look for solutions to the outbreak by formulating hypotheses, conducting experiments, and recommending possible solutions [94]. Gaming allows users to participate in the construction of their own knowledge by connecting concepts and applications. Reference [48] remarks games encourage active learning, collaboration, and interactivity. Games allow for collaboration, practice, discussion and negotiation within a virtual environment. Through hands-on manipulation of this virtual environment, students are actively shaping their knowledge and learning at the same time.

The idea of active learning through game usage creates an environment where the learner is in charge of his actions: learning by doing [23]; [91]. The game provides the format for the learning and by its basic design “all aspects of the learning environment are set up to encourage active and critical, not passive learning” [31]. p. 49. Reference [17] found that computer-based video game playing improved fact differentiation/recall processes as well as problem-solving skills by allowing for the exploration of multiple problem solutions. Part of the learning that evolves when using a gaming technology is the aspect of problem solving in addition to learning the basic facts.

Active learning using a mobile device allows each individual student to have a different experience with the game. Reference [58] notes video games allow the players to navigate different scenarios facing the consequences of varying actions. By making decisions the learner is in control of what happens next. The mobile device provides the means for an individualized educational experience that allows the learner to take on a more active role where learning does not occur by just listening but rather by doing [80]. Through active engagement, students experience the curricular concepts “metal representations of coherent classes of entities”, being taught by completing activities that require doing and then reflecting upon them [63], p. 11. These experiences have the capabilities to be transferred to new learning situations.

B. Gaming and Transfer

The use of gaming in education can create possibilities of transfer from one situation to another. Reference [48] concludes, “Creating opportunities for students to practice applying the material, such as in a game or simulation, can bridge the distance between learning concepts presented in a classroom and using the information to solve a problem met outside of the school” (p. 54). It is this transfer of knowledge that can have such a profound impact. When participating in these games, students gain a skill set that will help them work with others and apply the conceptual knowledge to new situations [48]. As the player progresses in a game, the concepts behind the game play are mastered as well as the content. By understanding the principles, procedures, and general rules behind the game, students can recognize the meanings of specific and factual events, which can lead to transferring these ideas into new settings [26]; [34]. A helpful component to transferring ideas and skills is the motivation that the game provides.

C. Gaming and Motivation

Games are a way to extend motivational factors that typically apply to their recreational use to that which can apply in the classroom. Using games in educational environments allow students to be taught in innovative ways that can increase their motivation while teaching content. Reference [58] concluded that games could address the systemic deficiencies that are present in today’s traditional teaching formats. She notes that 86% of students who leave the engineering major cite poor teaching, predominantly lecture format, by faculty of undergraduate science and engineering classes as an influential factor. By transforming the way we teach, learning itself is transformed. Reference [58] reported that lectures had the lowest rated learning outcomes in today’s classrooms, and using games increases the motivation of the students. For example, in the collegiate classroom, the games Geography Explorer and Virtual Cell increased students’ learning outcomes by 15%-40% and 30%-63% respectively when compared to the lecture format. She concluded that video games provide one means of motivating students to learn. Reference [44] notes education needs to move away from the traditional lecture format toward one that emphasizes teamwork, independence, and responsibility. They found the use of mobile devices and a digital economy game as a learning mode led to an increase in positive student emotions and knowledge transfer as opposed to the traditional lecture method and the use of economy case studies. Gaming is a technology the students of this generation are accustomed to and instead of ignoring or avoiding it, needs to become implemented into the curriculum and pedagogy of educators [99]. Using teaching techniques that appeal to and motivate learners in class is key in today’s classrooms.

Creating something that will appeal to and motivate the learners in today’s classrooms is one of the possibilities available by using video games. Reference [83] discovered while adding interactive multimedia into his teaching repertoire to help promote active learning, students were more motivated to engage in class activities in an authentic and spontaneous manner. Reference [57] conducted a survey of computer game preferences and found that not one single game can appeal to everyone, but some factors that contribute to intrinsically motivating instruction in-
clude personally meaningful goals, performance feedback, uncertain outcomes, scorekeeping, and randomness. In
regards to increasing motivation, [57] concludes that per-
sonalization must be present. This involves a gaming en-
vironment that responds to the learners’ actions as well as
provide ample opportunity for reflecting upon their ac-
tions. A game can become personally motivating by al-
lowing the player to create an account and each time he
enters, he receives a personal message. He can also pull
up his individual achievements previously attained on the
game, for example, scores. Also, every gaming experience
is different since the outcomes are based on the individ-
ual’s actions. Games have the capabilities to move at the
individual’s pace and at their skill level, which can be an
instrumental learning tool when mastering certain curricu-
lar concepts, such as vocabulary.

VI. VOCABULARY DEVELOPMENT RELATED TO GAMING

Mastery of new vocabulary is a complex process, in-
volving acquiring the words of a language [71]. The de-
velopment of vocabulary is a major curricular concept
addressed throughout the K-12 school curriculum. Aca-
demic vocabulary consists of content-specific, school-
task, and literary words [36]. A strong vocabulary has
been linked as a catalyst for improving reading fluency
[34]; [84]; [88]. In order to strengthen vocabulary, certain
techniques might be implemented. This involves immer-
sion in rich environments that provide rich and varied
language experiences [32]; [76]; [102]. Reference [7]
found that students immersed in a vocabulary-rich envi-
ronment, who were provided with word instruction and
learning strategies, ended up developing larger, more ex-
pansive vocabularies. The use of a computer game can
mimic an immersive environment that permits the player
to have multiple interactions with vocabulary words. An
immersive environment allows for active inquiry and ex-
ploration in a defined space [18]; [79].

Immersive experiences in the gaming realm might be
helpful for building a foundation for learning vocabulary.
A word-rich environment is a catalyst for an increase in
vocabulary usage and reading fluency [88]. Reference
[53] notes, “Children learn language from their language
experiences – there is no other way” (p. 168). The players,
by taking on an active role by playing the game, master
the game’s components as well as the vocabulary based
content of the game itself. Through interactions with dif-
ferent word activities, situations are created where learn-
ers can move at their own pace to master new vocabulary.

Reference [12] notes that games and word play pro-
vide a context where students can enjoy the process of
learning. By playing games, various types of interactivity
and engagement occur, such as player positioning, narra-
tive, and choice [24]. Reference [67] reported the use of
games contributed to the learning of vocabulary as long as
the game allowed the student the opportunity to interact
with the word through practice and review in an atmos-
phere optimal for learning (pleasant). The choice of the
game should reflect the needs of the students, such as,
proficiency level, cultural contest, and timing [68].
Engagement is important in learning scenarios in order to
permit the learners to extract meaning and make sense of
the information [22]; [48]; [75]. Reference [104] found
that when engineering undergraduate students were given
one of two conditions to learn English vocabulary–
experimental (web sites with games) or control (face-to-
face activity-based lessons)—those in the group using
games statistically outperformed the control group. Also,
many students found that the gaming format provided a
context that made remembering of the vocabulary words
easier.

A. Word Activities

Another key element that increases vocabulary learning
is teaching individual words by providing concise and
student friendly definitions [32]; [72]; [76]. Reference
[55] found that when high school students were presented
with concise vocabulary information through Short Mes-
sage Service (SMS) messages as opposed to detailed print
materials, more vocabulary was recognized on the post-
test. The use of easily understandable definitions also has
an impact. In a high school science classroom, [105] con-
cluded that the use of definitions linked to related ideas
and concepts ultimately lead to a better understanding of
the words, which in turn impacted the overall understand-
ing of the concepts they helped define. It is a combination
of concise and understandable definitions that may con-
tribute to the retention and learning of new vocabulary
words.

Reference [32] notes it is important to engage students
in a variety of word activities. This involves designing
activities that take into account the multiple facets of a
word and its meaning and how the word relates to other
words. Reference [65] found that high school students
involved in varied exposure to vocabulary words in mean-
ingful contexts outperformed their peers on a vocabulary
post-test. It is important that within vocabulary building
activities the word is not learned as a stand-alone item, but
rather to learn its connections with other words [90];
[105]. Within the gaming environment, this can be done
by implementing various activities, such as, finding a
word’s synonyms and antonyms. Reference [37] found a
significant difference in post-test scores between a group
of elementary students who received vocabulary instruc-
tion with only electronic book activities (animations about
six different vocabulary words) and those who received
the electronic book along with feedback, prompting, and
supplemental information. They concluded that it was
important to use supplemental tools (e.g., synonyms and
asking questions), not just books for engaging students in
a variety of word learning formats.

Another important component to building a larger vo-
cabulary involves repeated encounters with words. Refer-
ce [32] explains students should work with a word more
than once. Building up a strong vocabulary is not some-
thing that can happen in just one day through one encoun-
ter. It needs to occur over a long period of time, increment-
ally, within more than one context [32]; [71]; [76]. This
repeated exposure will help build word precision, which
means developing an understanding of when it would be
appropriate to use the word [72]. By interacting with a
word multiple times via multiple activities, learning of
words and the relationships between them occurs. Refer-
ce [106] concluded that L2 (English as a Second Lan-
guage) students who received periods of reading and in-
teractive vocabulary instruction showed an increase in
vocabulary knowledge. This finding may provide an un-
derstanding regarding the way words and vocabulary are
mastered. By understanding the skills needed to learn vo-
cabulary, word development has the possibility to transfer
into other scenarios. Reference [71] defines transfer as a
movement beyond the texts to which the original learning is tied. This can be done by teaching word learning strategies within a contextual environment, such as a game [32]. Reference [66] explains the instruction of vocabulary should emphasize skill development and strategy building to allow for the growth of independent word learning. It is essential to not just teach words in isolation, but instead to teach the concepts and skills behind learning and mastering new words with the ultimate goal of transitioning the new words into one’s vocabulary. By introducing functional and skill-based strategies for word learning in the English classroom, transfer applications emerge for application in other content areas within secondary classrooms [34].

B. Vocabulary Acquisition

New words are learned in a variety of ways in the secondary school context, for example, through reading literature [7]; [84]; [102]. A main staple of most high school literacy curriculum involves vocabulary acquisition [19]; [42]. Understanding and maintaining a strong vocabulary is essential for comprehending texts [34]. Unfortunately, with estimates at 88,500 word families known by ninth grade, there is no way they could all be covered by one teacher, which is where supplementary out-of-class activities come in [66]. Reference [66] claims that due to the large number of words encountered in reading, the approach to teaching vocabulary must include methods that increase the capabilities for children in secondary schools to learn vocabulary on their own. Vocabulary instruction should use a variety of approaches, methods, and techniques [2].

VII. CONCLUSION

Through the implementation of a mobile learning device and a gaming tool, learning meets the needs of today’s students of the learn anywhere and anytime movement. Vygotsky’s Zone of Proximal Development, Bandura’s Social Learning Theory, and Thordike’s Theory of Law of Effect, provide the theoretical base explaining how learning expands outside the restriction of the classroom building and one teacher’s instructions by means of a mobile device. Students become actively in control of their own learning potential. The goal and intention of using this mobile device and game is to build up a student’s word consciousness, which is “an awareness of and interest in words and their meanings” [7], p. 116. The use of word activities based on the secondary school curriculum and the way memory unfolds creates a supportive environment conducive for learning.

The design of the game holds great importance. It provides the structural element that houses the content material of vocabulary building. The design needs to take into account active learning essentials, game theory, future transfer implications as well as motivational principles. All of these elements together can encourage and contribute to the success of a player in the game.
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